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SUMMARY: The strain field of a host with an embedded optic fiber is analyzed under a
uniform three-principal strain load on the host in order to study the measurement
effectiveness of fiber Bragg grating sensor (FBGS) as embedded strain sensor. Three
indicators are defined to depict the strain measurement effectiveness of a fiber Bragg grating
sensor embedded in a host. The numerical results represent the strain distributions in the host,
coating and optic fiber as functions of the elastic modulus of coating and the geometrical
parameters of the host. The effects of these parameters on the measurement effectiveness
indicators are also studied and the optimal values of these parameters are suggested.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The fiber Bragg grating sensors (FBGSs) now have attracted more and more attention as
embedded sensors to monitor or measure the internal strain of composite structures [1-6]. By
using FBGS, the strain is determined by measuring the shift of the Bragg wavelength of the
reflective wave peak from the gratings in the optic fiber, λ∆ , which is directly related with
the axial strain, 1ε , of the optic fiber.  When embedded in a host, the FBGS can be used to
measure the internal strain of the host.

Previous analysis [3-5] showed that the sensitivity factor f  between λ∆  and 1ε  is not a
constant but a function of the ratio of the transverse strain over the axial strain. Without
considering temperature effect, the relationship can be expressed below:
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where 2ε  is the transverse strain of the optic fiber when the strains in the two transverse
directions are uniform; 11P , 12P  are the strain-optic constants of optic fiber;  and *υ  is the
effective Poisson ratio (EPR).



If there is no restriction in the transverse direction of the optic fiber, thus *υ  is equal to the
Poisson ratio (PR)υ  of the fiber, then f  is a constant which has the value recommended by
many FBGS’s manufacturers. However when embedded in a host, an optic fiber may be
subjected to force/deformation in its transverse directions. The effective Poisson ratio, *υ ,
may not be taken as the Poisson ratio of optic fiber or even a constant [5].

One may assume that the optic fiber’s axial strain is equal to that of host in the optic fiber
direction, which implies that the presence of the embedded FBGS has no or little effect on the
strain distribution of the host and what the sensor measures should be the strain of the host
without the sensor. In real situations, therefore, there are three issues critical to the
measurement effectiveness of an embedded FBGS: (1)whether the effect of embedded optic
fiber on the initial host strain field is negligible; (2) whether the optic fiber’s axial strain is
close enough to that of host in the optic fiber axial direction; and (3) whether EPR *υ  can be
regarded as a constant during the measurement. If EPR is a constant but not equal to υ , it is
necessary to calibrate the sensor in order to determine the value of f  after it is embedded
into a host.

Many authors studied the stress concentration induced by the embedded fiber optic sensors
[7-12] where the optimal parameters, such as the coating’s modulus and thickness, were
considered for the reduction of the concentration in the fiber cross section plane. Most of the
questions on the measurement effectiveness remain unanswered. Hence, this paper is intended
to address the three issues of the measurement effectiveness of embedded FBGS for both the
axial and transverse strains.

2. THREE-LAYER COMPOSITE AND NUMERICAL MODELING

A case study was conducted by applying a uniform three-principal load to a host with
embedded fiber sensor, then examining the measurement effectiveness of embedded FBGS by
solving the strain field of the composite comprising host, coating and optic fiber. For a
homogenous and isotropic material, the simple way to apply a uniform three principal load on
the material is to apply a thermal load on it, and the principal strain of the material is equal to
the thermal expansionary strain. Here it is should be emphasized that the thermal load is
applied to the host only.

The optic-fiber-host system can be illustrated as a composite comprising a cylindrical fiber
and two concentric shell layers, with fiber, coating and host arranged from the center to the
out surface (Fig.1). The height of the composite cylinder is 2 H , the radius of fiber is 1R ,
which is also the inter radius of coating, 2R  is the outer radius of coating and the inter radius
of host, 3R  is the out radius of the host. The following basic assumptions have been made so
that the case can be simplified as an axial-symmetric problem: (1) The optical fiber, coating
of fiber and host are linear elastic and isotropic; (2) The thermal expansion coefficients of
fiber, coating and host are constants; (3) There is no discontinuity in the displacements at the
interfaces of fiber and coating, coating and host under the loading condition; (4) Thermal load
is uniform in the whole cylindrical shell host.
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Fig. 1:  Geometry and FE model of the three-layered composite.

The finite element (FE) analysis was applied by using a commercial program ABAQUS.
Four-node bilinear elements (CAX4) were used to generate meshes. Because of the symmetry
to the r axis, only half of the cylinder was considered for the strain analysis. The boundary
conditions are  00 ==ru  and 00 ==zv , where u , v  are the displacements along the r , z
direction respectively. The material constants and dimensions are listed in Table 2:

Table 1: The material constants and dimensions used for computation

Parameter Fiber Coating Host
E  (GPa) 72.9 0.045-72.9, 0.045* 49.

υ 0.17 0.34 0.288
α (10-6/ 0C) 0 0 13.38

1R  (mm) 0.063

2R  (mm) 0.123

3R  (mm) 0.3-10, 1.0*

H (mm) 10-90, 10*

E , υ  and α  are the elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio and thermal expansion coefficient
respectively, subscripts “ h ” , “ c ”, “ f ”  represent fiber, coating and host, respectively. The
host parameters are those of polyester. The values with “*” are the default values, some of
them were provided by commercial suppliers.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A thermal load of T∆ =250C was applied to the host only. Without the embedded fiber, the
strain field should be uniform in the host and equal to:

000325.00 =∆×= Thαε                                            (3)
The strain in the fiber axial direction, 1ε , is the most important term in our discussion and its
normalized term, e , will be used in the rest of this section unless stated, which is given by:

01 / εε=e                                                        (4)

3.1 Distributions of normalized strain and EPR
Figures 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the normalized strain distributions in the fiber, host and coating,
respectively. The strains, calculated by using the default values in Table 1, are in the fiber
axial direction and expressed as functions of radius r as well as the composite half height z .
Fig.2 shows that the normalized strain of fiber declines with the increasing length z . As the
middle part of the optic fiber is restricted more than the parts near two ends, the strain of
middle optic fiber is closer to that of the host without embedded fiber sensor ( e = 1). The



strain distribution curves are identical regardless the radial position in the fiber, thus the strain
of fiber can be regarded as a function of z  only.

Fig.3 shows reverse trends of strain distribution in the host along the height direction. The
strain level of the middle host is lower than that of the host near the boundary, which is
because the middle host is restricted more by the fiber and the hosts near boundary can
expanse more freely under a thermal load. The normalized strain values of the host are very
close to 1 ( 0.995 < e < 1 ),  which implies that the host with embedded fiber sensor has a
strain field very close to that without embedded optic fiber. Because of its lower elastic
modulus in this case, the strain distribution of the coating is significantly affected by both the

Fig.2 Distribution of fiber’s axial strain .  Fig.3 Distribution of host’s axial strain .

fiber and host, as shown in Fig.4.  The strain distribution along the z  is similar with that of
the fiber when r  approaches 1R , and the strain near the outer surface of coating varies little
along z  like that of host. The distribution of EPR is shown in Fig.5, where EPR, *υ , is
plotted against z  with r  as a parameters. The EPR has little variation inside of the optic
fiber.

Fig.4:  Distribution of coating’s axial strain. Fig.5: Distribution of fiber’s effective Poisson’s
ratio along the fiber length.

3.2 Three indicators of the measurement effectiveness of FBGS

In order to depict the three issues of the measurement effectiveness quantitatively, in this
section, we will introduce three indicators. The max relative error maxR , the effective fiber-
host strain ratio β , and the effective Poisson’s ratio EPR-PR ratio 0υ  are defined as follow:

(1) Max relative error maxR  is defined as the maximum relative error of the strain of the host
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with embedded fiber with respect to that without embedded fiber, i.e.:
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(2) Because the axial strain of optic fiber is uniform in its cross section, as discussed in
Section 3.1, let fe  be the fiber axial strain, in

he  be the host strain near the coating, then the
fiber-host strain ratio can be defined as:
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However, fhS  varies significantly along z (Fig. 6) with a similar trend to the fiber’s axial
strain. Hence we use a height 95H  where the fhS  declines to 0.95. The physical meaning of

95H  is that only within the range of z < 95H  the strain of optic fiber can represent that of host
effectively, with a maximum difference of 5%. Using this height, now the new fiber-host
strain ratio β  is defined by:

H
H 95=β                                                      (7)

β  reflects the proportion of an optic fiber inside of host suitable for sensing within the
specified maximum difference of 5%.

(3) Because the EPR varies little along z , as shown in Figure 5, we simply define the ratio of
the effective Poisson’s ratio to Poisson’s ratio (EPR-PR ratio) 0υ  as the EPR at z =0 over the
Poisson’s ratio of the fiber , i.e.:

υ
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Following the definitions of maxR , β  and 0υ , an effective embedded FBGS demands lower
values of maxR  as well as higher values of β  and 0υ .

3.3 Factors influencing the measurement effectiveness indicators

Three factors have been investigated including the coating elastic modulus cE , host’s
thickness (related 3R ) and height H  of host (length of optic fiber inside host).

In order to obtain a completed picture of their effects on the effectiveness indicators and to
identify the optimal values of parameters, we let the three factors vary in their own ranges as
listed in Table 1.

Furthermore, the effect of the host elastic modulus hE  on the effectiveness is examined with
other parameters taking default values.

Fig.6 Distribution of fibre strain ratio along fibre length.
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3.3.1 Maximum relative error maxR
The numerical analysis indicate that the maximum relative error maxR  is not sensitive to the
host’s length H (>10 cm), when the host out radius 3R >0.3 mm. An example can be seen in
Fig.7 with 3R  taking the default value of 1 mm. maxR  increases with the elastic modulus of
coating gradually, and declines rapidly with increment of the thickness of host especially
when the host is thin (Fig.8).
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Fig.7 : Maximum relative error.

While cE  takes its default value (0.045GPa), with 3R >1mm, the maximum relative error is
smaller than 1%. When cE  reaches 1 GPa, with 3R >0.7mm, maxR  is still smaller than 2%.
Therefore it cam be concluded that the influence of optic fiber on the host strain field is small
and can be negligible in general cases.
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Fig.8 : Maximum relative error.

3.3.2 Fiber-host strain ratio β
β  is independent of the host’s thickness ( 3R >0.3). An example can be seen in Fig.9 with H
taking the default value. β  increases with the increment in coating elastic modulus cE  or
host’s height H , as shown in Figure 10. cE =1 GPa seems a threshold value because after that
point the curves reach their plateau and the effect of cE  on β  becomes very small. The
threshold value is β >0.85 for all the heights, H > 10 mm, under the current investigation. If
the default value cE =0.045 GPa is chosen, the height H  has to be more than 50 mm to
ensure β >0.85.
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Fig.9: Fiber-host strain ratio against the coating elastic modulus with outer radius of host as a parameter.
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Fig.10:  Fiber-host strain ratio against the coating elastic modulus with height of host as a parameter.

3.3.3 EPR-PR ratio 0υ
Having a similar property to that of fiber-host strain ratio β , 0υ  decreases as the coating
elastic modulus increases but it has a small relation with the host’s thickness ( 3R ≥0.3) when
H > 10 mm. An example can be seen in Fig.11 with the default values. 0υ  declines with the
increment of the coating elastic modulus cE . The larger cE  causes more coupling of the
host’s strain into the transverse strain of optic fiber, however, the curve varies gently when

cE ≤1GPa. The difference between the curves become larger when cE >1GPa. Then the small
effects of 3R  and H on 0υ  become visible (Fig.11, Fig.12).
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Fig.11: EPR-PR ratio against the coating elastic modulus with outer radius of

host as a parameter.

From Figure 12, with a default value of cE =0.045 GPa, 0υ =1. This implies that there is no
host’s strain to be coupled into the fiber’s transverse strain even the host’s transverse strain
has the same quantity as the fiber axial strain. Therefore, we can use the value of sensitivity
factor f , derived from the theoretical prediction, in our measurement without correction.
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Fig.12: EPR-PR ratio against the coating elastic modulus with height of

host as a parameter.

From Eqn 2, we can derive two special cases as follow:

(1)  No strain coupling: υυ =* , 798.0=f ,
(2)  With strain coupling: υυυ ×= 0

* =0.132, 783.0=f

where from Figure 12, if cE =1 GPa, and H =10 mm, then 0υ = 0.776. The material properties
of optic fiber are given in Table 2.

Table 2: Material parameters of optic fiber.

Strain-optic coefficient Index of refraction Elastic modulus Poisson’s ratio

11P 12P n E (GPa) υ

0.113 0.252 1.458 70 0.17

The relative error between the factor with and without strain coupling is smaller than 2%.
Therefore cE =1 GPa is a good threshold value for all the three indicators of the measurement
effectiveness, that is, maxR , β , and 0υ . However if cE = 45Gpa, which is the same as that of
the host, then 10 −=υ , according to Fig,12. The sensitivity factor f  is equal to 0.666. In this
case how to calibrate the sensor after it is embedded into the host becomes an important
problem. In practice, it is very difficult to use the coating  with such high elastic modulus. But
sometimes, the host may permeate into the coating during the procedure of embedding the
sensor when the host is in state of liquid (such as polyester, epoxy), which will increase the
coating’s elastic modulus evidently.

4. CONCLUSION

The present numerical analysis on the strain field of the three-layer composite comprising a
host with an embedded optic fiber draws some conclusions as follow:

(1) A thick host and a large embedded length of an optic fiber will improve the measurement
effectiveness of the embedded optic sensor.

(2) A high elastic modulus cE  of coating is beneficial for improving the effective fiber-host
strain ratio β , but this positive effect is count-balanced by a high value of the maximum



relative error and a large variation in the EPR-PR ratio 0υ  value. By considering the three
effectiveness indicators together, an optimal value of the coating elastic modulus,

cE =1Gpa, is recommended to achieve the optimal measurement performance of FBGS.

(3) Should the host resin permeate into the coating during the embedding procedure, the
coating elastic modulus of FBGS might increase significantly and the FBGS would be
used in a complicated stress status. Care should be taken to choose the suitable value of
the sensitivity factor f , or it might be necessary to calibrate the embedded FBGS .

(4) Within the range of the default parameters used, the effect of embedded FBGS on the
initial strain field of a host is negligible, except that the host’s diameter is very small
(compatible with that of coating). The strain of FBGS cannot represent that of the host
section in which the fiber is embedded, only at the portion far away from the boundary of
host is suitable for the measurement. The longer the embedded FBGS is, the larger
proportion of the usable portion of the fiber. The default value of sensitivity factor f  can
be used in this case.
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